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Baby Animal Quiz: Who Are the Parents of These Babies?
Guess from the Photo!

  

  1. This baby's parents lead a semi-aquatic existence. What are they?

otters

hippos

seals

2. A cute fluffy baby that became a character in one of Andersen's fairy tales. What birds are born with such a
miracle?

geese

turkeys
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swans

3. This little guy is adorable, and who are his parents do you know?

lions

tigers

cheetahs

4. This sweetest creature, when he grows up, will be able to defend himself. In the meantime, it's up to its
parents ...

porcupines

rats

hedgehogs

marmots

5. A small but already formidable predator. And what a serious look. His parents are...

hyenas

wolves

dogs

6. Kids are kids in Africa. Running, playing and mischief.) And watching over this adorable little guy is his
parents - ...

rhinoceroses

elephants

hippos

7. A chick, quite fledged, but not yet fully grown. Whose baby is it?

finches

cuckoos

eagles

8. This little guy will grow up to be the fastest animal of land raptors. After all, his parents ...

jaguars

leopards
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cheetahs

9. This baby's daddy has big horns, but the mom doesn't. This baby is a baby ...

roe deer

mouflon

saigas

10. This little guy has a very cute beak. Who are his parents?

platypus

ducks

geese

11. These animals are native to the Americas. In Europe, they were born with the help of man. This picture
shows a baby ...

skunks

chipmunks

raccoons

12. The coloration of this baby differs from that of the adults. With age, these light brown stripes will
disappear and the animal will become dark brown. Who are its parents?

babirus

capybaras

boars

13. This is the offspring of a great ape. It lives with its parents in the equatorial forests of west-central Africa.
Whose baby is it?

chimpanzees

gorillas

orangutans

14. This animal can be found in the taiga, forest tundra, and tundra. Whose cub is pictured?

scribes

wolverines
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goober bears

15. The parents of this baby are probably the most popular characters in many peoples' tales.

bears

foxes

wolves

16. This puppy looks a lot like his parents. And you can tell just from his eyes that he is still very young. Whose
baby is this?

fox.

hyenas

jackals

17. This cute little guy has long ears. He's a great jumper. Who are his parents?

bunnies

kangaroos

bandicoots

18. And this equally big-eared little guy lives with his parents in hot Africa. It's a baby ...

hippos

rhinos

bison

19. This is a pet bird chick, it looks nothing like its parents in appearance ))

rooster and chicken

goose and goose

duck and drake

20. And lastly, one more little guy, and probably the most adorable little guy you've seen today. This miracle
baby...

seals

walruses

polar bears
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Baby Animal Quiz: Who Are the Parents of These Babies?
Guess from the Photo!

Right answers

  1. This baby's parents lead a semi-aquatic existence. What are they?
  hippos
  2. A cute fluffy baby that became a character in one of Andersen's fairy tales. What birds are born with
such a miracle?
  swans
  3. This little guy is adorable, and who are his parents do you know?
  lions
  4. This sweetest creature, when he grows up, will be able to defend himself. In the meantime, it's up
to its parents ...
  porcupines
  5. A small but already formidable predator. And what a serious look. His parents are...
  wolves
  6. Kids are kids in Africa. Running, playing and mischief.) And watching over this adorable little guy is
his parents - ...
  elephants
  7. A chick, quite fledged, but not yet fully grown. Whose baby is it?
  finches
  8. This little guy will grow up to be the fastest animal of land raptors. After all, his parents ...
  cheetahs
  9. This baby's daddy has big horns, but the mom doesn't. This baby is a baby ...
  mouflon
  10. This little guy has a very cute beak. Who are his parents?
  platypus
  11. These animals are native to the Americas. In Europe, they were born with the help of man. This
picture shows a baby ...
  raccoons
  12. The coloration of this baby differs from that of the adults. With age, these light brown stripes will
disappear and the animal will become dark brown. Who are its parents?
  boars
  13. This is the offspring of a great ape. It lives with its parents in the equatorial forests of west-central
Africa. Whose baby is it?
  gorillas
  14. This animal can be found in the taiga, forest tundra, and tundra. Whose cub is pictured?
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  wolverines
  15. The parents of this baby are probably the most popular characters in many peoples' tales.
  foxes
  16. This puppy looks a lot like his parents. And you can tell just from his eyes that he is still very young.
Whose baby is this?
  hyenas
  17. This cute little guy has long ears. He's a great jumper. Who are his parents?
  kangaroos
  18. And this equally big-eared little guy lives with his parents in hot Africa. It's a baby ...
  rhinos
  19. This is a pet bird chick, it looks nothing like its parents in appearance ))
  rooster and chicken
  20. And lastly, one more little guy, and probably the most adorable little guy you've seen today. This
miracle baby...
  seals
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